Development and study of a microwave reflex-radar level gauge of the nuclear reactor coolant
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Abstract

The article considers the design of a microwave reflex-radar level gauge of the nuclear reactor coolant. The main advantage of the reflex-radar measurement principle is that it does not affect the accuracy of measuring the level of bubbles present, coolant condensation and boiling, changes in its pressure as well as temperature and density. In addition, the measuring transmitter design is quite simple.

In this level gauge, a microwave waveguide made as a coaxial line is used as a transducer (measuring probe). The probe consists of a steel pipe with an external diameter of 20 mm and a central electrode: it is located vertically and immersed in a controlled coolant. The probe wave resistance is 50 ohms. The device electrical diagram is presented. The oscillograms of the received signals and the basic relationships explaining the level gauge operation are given. The signals of the coaxial measuring probe are studied in a fluid with a variable dielectric constant. The results of an experimental study of the level gauge operation in a water coolant at high parameters are given: at pressures up to 10 MPa and temperatures up to 310 °C. It is shown that the device maintains its functional stability under these conditions. The level gauge’s readings practically need not be corrected when the coolant’s thermophysical properties change. The device is intended for use in the control and management systems of nuclear power plants as well as in fuel reprocessing plants.
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Introduction

Measuring the coolant level in a nuclear power plant (NPP) is a complex technical task. The level gauge should work reliably for a long time in extreme operational conditions, i.e., at high pressure, temperature and radiation levels typical for nuclear power equipment.

Despite the complexity of the task, a very limited number of instruments are used in the nuclear power industry, in particular, reactor level control devices based on the hydrostatic principle. It seems that ultrasonic level gauges, in which steel waveguides are used to conduct acoustic signals into internal circuit volumes, have good prospects. In addition, thermoelectric and conductometric level gauges are being developed. It should be noted that the problem of measuring the level of process media is also relevant in other branches of the nuclear industry, as evidenced by the significant variety of created level measuring methods and technical tools.

The most important tasks to be solved in the development of gauges include instrument reliability, reduction...
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In recent years, level gauges for detecting controlled media by microwave pulses have significantly evolved. Their appearance is associated primarily with the development of microwave technology and the advent of relatively cheap high-speed microelectronics, which allowed miniaturization of information processing systems, tuning and diagnostics of level gauges. These most advanced and sophisticated level control devices became widespread only at the beginning of the new millennium.

Reflex-radar level gauges are based on the time domain reflectometry (TDR) method used for damage testing in communication lines (Glebovich et al. 1984, Vorontsov and Frolov 1985, Tarasov 2018, Jones et al. 2002).

Their main advantages are the simplicity of the technical implementation of the primary sensor, ensuring its high long-term stability when exposed to an environment with high temperature and pressure, as well as the fact that the measured value is the time interval, i.e., the electrical pulse travel time to the gas-liquid interface and back that can be measured with high accuracy and hardly at all depends on various technological parameters of the coolant (temperature, pressure, vapor concentration, etc.).

The main component of a reflex-radar gauge is a measuring probe, which is a microwave waveguide located vertically and partially immersed in a controlled medium. Waveguides in the form of a coaxial or two-wire line are used (Weiss and Knochel 1997, Cataldo et al. 2007).

At the top of the probe, the electronic circuit generates short electromagnetic pulses that propagate down through the waveguide at a speed close to the speed of light. When a pulse reaches the surface of a liquid having a higher dielectric constant than that of the air in which it has propagated before this, the pulse is reflected. The high-speed circuit determines the pulse propagation time from the moment of its sending to receiving and calculates the fluid level. The greater the dielectric constant of a fluid, the stronger this reflection will be. It is important that the propagation of an electromagnetic pulse is not significantly affected by changes in pressure and temperature, the presence of foam, steam, and other environmental factors (Trenkal and Loschilov 2016, Jun et al. 2013, Xiaowen et al. 2013).

Note that all designs of reflex-radar level gauges presented in technical and patent literature and advertising sources are products of foreign companies (Dozer 1968, Hook 1998, Reimelt and Schroth 2002, Gravel and Fandrey 2005, Instructions 2018). Domestic devices are absent, so the cost of such devices on the Russian market is significant and reaches several thousand dollars.

The paper presents the results of research aimed at creating and testing domestic microwave reflex-radar level gauges of the water coolant for use in nuclear power engineering.

The main problems in developing these devices are (1) selecting a method for accurate measurements of very short time intervals (within nanoseconds) and (2) creating a heat-resistant, high-pressure sealing assembly for conducting electromagnetic microwave signals inside the equipment of the primary and secondary circuits.

**Level gauge structural design**

The level gauge consists of a measuring probe, made as a coaxial line, a delay line and a secondary electronic unit. We have developed a device design with a coaxial probe 0.7 m long and wave resistance 50 ohms. A 1.5 m long coaxial cable was used as a delay line (Fig. 1).

The probe is made of a pipe with a diameter of 20’2 mm. A rod with a diameter of 7 mm was used as the central electrode. Compaction and electrical insulation of the central electrode in the upper part of the probes are made using a node based on heat-resistant ceramics. A fitting with a 3/4” thread connection is used to fasten and seal the probe in the vessel. The probe body at the bottom, at the free end, is electrically connected to the central electrode, forming a short-circuited line. The central electrode is spaced by suspension elements made of pot stone bushings.

The structural chart of the device and the signals at the entrance to the comparator at different water levels are shown in Fig. 2.

The electronic unit includes a square-wave pulse generator connected through a 50 ohm matching resistor and a delay line to the probe; a gated comparator, the second input of which is supplied with voltage from the level adjus-
ter; a pulse length-amplitude converter; an analog-to-digital converter; and an amplitude-current converter.

In the output stage of the generator, a transistor with a boundary frequency of 7 GHz is used, the comparator has a characteristic response time of 2.7 ns, and the PIC series microprocessor performs the functions of the rest of the circuit.

The device works as follows. The negative pulse front with an amplitude of $U_0$ passes from the generator output through the resistor and the delay line to the probe, where it generates a microwave electromagnetic wave in the space between the body and the central electrode. This wave propagates down the probe to the point of closure of the central electrode with the body and is reflected back. As a result, a rectangular pulse is formed at the output delay line output, which is a superposition of the sent and received waves. This rectangular pulse shape is due to the fact that the reflected pulse returns in antiphase to the sent one, as a result of which they are mutually compensated with a delay equal to the running time of the signal along the delay line and the probe to the phase line and back. Then the received pulse is fed to the input of the high-speed comparator, to another input of which voltage is supplied from the level adjuster output. The nanosecond pulse from the output of the comparator is converted by means of a "pulse length-amplitude" converter into a voltage level proportional to the input pulse length, which is then converted into a digital code by means of an ADC. Further, the circuit produces an output current signal at a given load, proportional to the received digital code (level).

**Probe signals and level gauge testing**

The pulse amplitude at the probe output (at the comparator connection point) is half the amplitude of the pulse generated by the generator. It is determined by the ratio

$$U = \frac{U_0 Z_0}{Z_0 + R_0},$$

where $U_0$ is the pulse amplitude at the generator output (about 3.6 V); $Z_0$ is the delay line wave resistance (50 ohms); $R_0$ is the matching resistor resistance (50 ohms).

When the probe is immersed in water, part of the electromagnetic wave energy is reflected from the air-fluid interface, another part of the wave energy goes further to the probe shorted end, is also reflected and returns back (Cataldo et al. 2011).

The wave reflected from the air-fluid interface comes ahead (relative to the unfilled probe). The wave reflected from the probe tip, on the contrary, returns with a delay. This delay value results from the wave velocity decline due to the fact that the probe internal volume is filled with a dielectric (controlled fluid).

The amplitude of the wave reflected from the air-fluid interface is determined by the reflection coefficient, which is equal to (Nemarich 2001)

$$K = \frac{\sqrt{\varepsilon} - 1}{\sqrt{\varepsilon} + 1},$$

where $\varepsilon$ is the relative dielectric constant.
In the temperature range of 20–350 °C, the water coolant relative dielectric constant varies from about 80 to 15 (Teploenergetika i teplotechnika 1999), while the reflection coefficient varies slightly, from 0.8 to 0.59.

In the water coolant, most of the electromagnetic wave energy is reflected from the air-water interface, not reaching the probe tip, which is clearly seen on the oscillogram (Fig. 3). At the same time, the delay of the signal reflected from the probe tip \( T_p \) is quite significant due to the high value of the water dielectric constant.

The fluid level is determined from the ratio

\[
H = C \frac{(T_1 - T_2)}{2}, \tag{3}
\]

where \( C \) is the propagation velocity of an electromagnetic wave in the upper, air-filled part of the probe.

The wave velocity in the probe depends on the dielectric constant of the fluid filling the interelectrode space:

\[
C_{\text{fl}} = C \varepsilon^{1/2}. \tag{4}
\]

It follows that there is a second variant of measuring the fluid level by the delay value of the pulse reflected from the probe tip \( T_p \):

\[
H = C_{\text{fl}} \frac{(T_p - T_1)}{2}. \tag{5}
\]

But it should be borne in mind that the \( T_p \) value is significantly influenced by the dielectric constant of the controlled medium.

The oscillogram (Fig. 4) shows the signals of the probe in air and immersed in different fluids by about half its length (fluids: water under normal conditions = 80 and acetone = 21 imitating water on the saturation line at a temperature of approximately 310 °C).

## Experimental tests

Initially, the sample level gauge was tested in a bench-testing unit under normal conditions by immersing the sensitive element of the sensor (probe) in water. The output current varied in proportion to the fluid level (Fig. 5). The average squared deviation of the measured level from the actual one did not exceed 0.25%.

Experiments at high parameters were carried out in the coolant on the saturation line with variations in pressure from 0.1 to 11 MPa. The experimental unit (Melnikov et al. 2015) was a robust hermetically sealed and electrically heated pipe, in which the gauge was placed. The heater power was regulated by a laboratory autotransformer. The maximum coolant temperature reached 310 °C.

Before the experiment, the level gauge was installed in the pipe, the system was filled with water to the 460 mm mark from the lower end of the pipe, then the installation was sealed. After the measuring circuit was prepared, a voltage was supplied to the electric heater. The temperature in the system gradually increased at a rate of about 7 °C/min to about 310 °C. At the same time, the pressure increased to about 11 MPa. Measurements were made of the coolant temperature and pressure inside the pipe as well as the gauge output current.

While the pipe was heated inside, equilibrium was established between the coolant liquid and vapor phases on the saturation line due to partial evaporation of water at a constant volume. At the same time, as the temperature rises, the pressure and water level also increase. We de-
terminated the temperature dependences of the water level changes on the saturation line: the calculated and measured using the reflex-radar level gauge (Fig. 6).

At high temperatures, there is a discrepancy between the measured coolant level and the calculated value of about 20 mm (3% of the measuring range) downwards. The analysis showed that the reason for this may be a decrease in the coolant dielectric constant as the temperature increases. As ε decreases, a reflected microwave energy pulse requires a larger fluid layer, which manifests itself as an apparent level decrease.

The level gauge readings can be adjusted by taking into account changes in the coolant dielectric constant. As follows from the expression (2)

$$e = \left[\frac{1 + K}{1 - K}\right]^2,$$

where the reflection coefficient $K$ is determined by the shape of the pulse at the probe output.

In particular, for the water coolant at a temperature of 310 °C, $K = A_2/A_1 \approx 0.64$ (see Fig. 4), whence it follows that $e \approx 20$.
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